AT MINERAL PROCESSING is the trade magazine for processing mineral resources. The wide spectrum of aspects covered centring on mechanical process engineering and the in-depth content of the technical reports make AT MINERAL PROCESSING indispensable for engineers working in mineral processing. As an advertising vehicle, AT MINERAL PROCESSING offers you targeted access to the decision-makers in the global mineral processing industry – in print, digital and personally.

Welcome to the world of AT MINERAL PROCESSING!
The spectrum of topics covered by AT MINERAL PROCESSING is unique. No other trade magazine covers the entire process chain, centring on mechanical mineral processing from extraction to further processing.

In its content AT MINERAL PROCESSING focuses precisely and exclusively on your products and the topics that interest your customers. That is the topics that make a difference to you and your customers.

**Raw materials**

- Ores
- Rocks
- Non-metallic minerals
- Sand
- Gravel
- Coal
- Potash
- Salt
- Fertilizers
- …
Our recommendation: Combine the two AT editions!

Targeting global contacts

AT MINERAL PROCESSING reaches the decision-makers in all markets in this world. The two editions Europe and Worldwide span the entire globe and offer you the opportunity to specifically address your markets, while enabling you to take a differentiated approach to each.
Get even closer

In addition, AT MINERAL PROCESSING offers you other advertising vehicles to sharpen your focus in addressing your markets — whether regionally with the AT RUSSIAN YEARBOOK or topically with the product surveys AT SCREENING TECHNOLOGY and AT CRUSHING TECHNOLOGY.

All AT Print Specials are published once a year.
Networked communications worldwide

Of course, AT MINERAL PROCESSING informs decision-makers in the mineral processing industry in the digital world too. With the AT website and the AT newsletter, engineers can keep up to speed with the latest developments. The digital services offered by AT MINERAL PROCESSING give you the option to target your communications in a cross-media network – and that on a global scale!
Networking und Recruiting

The AT Excursion brings people together. Meet tomorrow’s decision-makers or future employees for your company today. The AT Excursion makes this possible, facilitating personal contact to prospective professionals in Germany’s mineral processing industry.

1. Use these contacts for personnel recruiting
2. Position your company and your products well early on with future decision-makers.
More than that...

You can use AT MINERAL PROCESSING for your individual communications too. In the first place, AT MINERAL PROCESSING offers you technical competence and access to your target group! With its Customer Media Services, AT MINERAL PROCESSING gives you scope to realize individual ideas and projects.

For anniversaries, product launches or other special occasions, we are pleased to act as your partner for events, customer magazines, special publications, anniversary publications and much more. Just get in touch!

You can do even more... for you!
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CUSTOMER MEDIA SERVICES

Customer Media Services
• Corporate publishing (e.g. customer magazines)
• On-site reports
• Reprints
• Online advertising (e.g. microsites)
• Event conception and organization
• Moderator
• Speaker and participant acquisition
• Trade fair tours and guides
• Customer trips
• and much more...
Contact

Editorial department
Dr. Petra Strunk
Editor-in-chief
Phone: +49 5241 80-89366
petra.strunk@bauverlag.de

Ulrike Mehl
Phone: +49 5241 80-89367
ulrike.mehl@bauverlag.de

Media sales department
Tobias Fedeler
Advertising Manager
Phone: +49 5241 80-89165
tobias.fedeler@bauverlag.de

Petra Schwedersky
Phone: +49 5241 80-89451
petra.schwedersky@bauverlag.de

www.AT-minerals.com